12 pm – 1.30 pm CET

Iranian Studies Perspectives in the Culture of Remembrance

Moderation Anke Hilbrenner, UGOE

Eva Orthmann, UGOE: The Destruction of the Temple of Somnath

Giorgi Sanikidze, ISU: Iran and the South Caucasian Countries: Problems Related with Different Perceptions of a Shared History

2 pm – 3.45 pm CET

Focus on World War II in the Culture of Remembrance

Moderation Oliver Reisner, ISU

Anke Hilbrenner, UGOE: Divided or Shared Memory of the Second World War in Europe?

Ana Lolua, ISU/UGOE: „Tseka“: Great Patriotic War at Georgian State Museum – 1970’s, Beginning of 1980's

Kerstin Bischl, UGOE: The War Has a Female Face! or: Why the Gender Category in Everyday Life History of World War II Is Only Relevant for Women

A cooperation between Ilia State University Tbilisi (ISU) and Georg August University Göttingen (UGOE)

Registration via E-mail: kerstin.bischl@uni-goettingen.de